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CREATIVE IS KING,
TESTING IS QUEEN

Creative itself has become a real 
targeting lever that resonates with 
particular audience segments.

To succeed in scaling your user acquisition (UA) with 
creatives you need to have a solid creative testing 
methodology in place - the queen to accompany the king.

This brochure walks you through how to level up or get 
started with your creative testing, including some real life 
examples showing just how much of a difference using 
the right creative can make on your business economics.

ABOUT APPAGENT

AppAgent is a strategic and creative marketing partner for top game 
and app publishers such as Glu Mobile, Babbel, Social Point and Huawei.

We put emphasis on research and a creative strategy connecting 
ads & store listings. Successful ads are iterated and localized using 
a proprietary automation tool called CAT.

We are hiring! Check  careers.appagent.com
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THE IMPORTANCE 
OF CREATIVE TESTING
IN UA

Optimization events (Data)

Creatives (Communication)

With automation taking over more and more of 
what used to be the UA manager’s job, the 
two biggest levers  we can pull today are:
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EXAMPLE 01

This anonymised game wanted to find out what famous character their brand 
should partner with in order to benefit the most from it. We used the exact same 
concept, USP and targeting, only changing one element of the whole creative - the 
character. The results turned out to be extremely different.

Also note how the best Click Through Rate (CTR) performer has only average 
Conversion Rate (CVR), while the worst CTR has the best CVR. This is a common 
“UA paradox”, where the strongest top funnel performer is rarely the strongest mid/
bottom funnel performer, highlighting the importance of looking at the full funnel.

Installs 402

CTR  4.32 %

CVR 15.95 %

CHARACTER A

Installs  517

CTR 2.49 %

CVR 11.30 %

CHARACTER C

Installs  247

CTR 2.80 %

CVR 9.85 %

CHARACTER B

Installs  496

CTR 1.62 %

CVR 25.95 %

CHARACTER D



EXAMPLE 02

Against today’s common belief, out of 4 top performers here, only 1 is a video. You 
can also see great Return On Investment (ROI) variance despite the fact that these 
are just different versions of a single concept. This is exactly why it’s important to 
always test everything out for yourself.

CTR  1.21 %

CVR 48.15 %

ROI  138.52 %

CTR  2.09 %

CVR 45.90 %

ROI 89.34 %

CTR  1.72 %

CVR 68.38 %

ROI 89.64 %

CTR  3.61 %

CVR 39.63 %

ROI 77.45%

Note that producing a variety of visual assets and not focusing only on a single 
format, such as e.g. video, will not only help you learn about what works best for 
you, but also enable you to tap into a whole new audience. When running your UA 
on Facebook this is especially true, as there are numerous user segments that 
prefer to interact with one format over another.
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WHERE TO TEST

If you are testing on Facebook, I encourage you to manually 
setup your own A/B tests and not rely on Facebook’s prebuilt 
testing features, which more often than not end up wasting your 
budget and also don’t ensure equal delivery to all variants.

Isolating a single placement is also highly recommended; the 
feed specifically allows you to serve all ads within a consistent 
environment, unlike the audience network, where you have no 
idea where and how the ads appear. 

What is also becoming quite popular nowadays, especially in the 
gaming space where apps benefit from a wider use of networks 
and publishers, is to utilise programmatic as your UA testing 
ground. Platforms like Kayzen allow you to isolate selected 
publishers so that you still have control over the environment 
and the auction is usually much cheaper than that of Facebook’s.

And then of course, we have Google. Especially in the case of 
subscription apps, the creatives that work on social are often 
different from the ones that perform on Google, hence you will 
need to do separate testing on this platform if it is an important 
channel for you.

Essentially, you want to test where most 

of your UA power lies - Facebook being the 

preferred platform.

Programmatic platforms like Kayzen are 

becoming popular in the gaming industry 

due to lower costs.

Make sure to isolate a single placement 

for a unified experience where possible - 
e.g. Feed on Facebook.
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HOW TO TEST

ENJOY CONNECTING THE DOTS?

Since my start in mobile in 2015, creatives 
testing has gone through many changes. 
However, leading marketing teams at 
successful mobile startups such as 8fit, 
Lingokids and fortunica has helped me 
identify several constants in this ever 
changing discipline.

The following six golden rules are 
applicable no matter what team size 
or vertical you’re in.

Integrate creative testing 

into an agile process.

Have a weekly 

iteration cycle.

Allow for statistical 

significance to be reached.

01

02

03
Eliminate 

bias.

Evaluate

accordingly.

Connect the dots & create a consistent 
user experience on the UA journey.

04

05

06
Join our Marketing Team!

For details scroll down or visit  careers.appagent.com



THE TESTING PROCESS

Integrate creative testing into an agile process and close the loop.

Creative testing cannot be a standalone discipline and needs 
to continuously provide insights from completed tests to feed 
the creative ideation/conceptualization and thus build new 
hypotheses and/or variants of existing concepts.

Production should never stop and ideally you should find a weekly 
cadence to always have a backup in case your top performing 
creative fatigues, which it will.

PRO TIP

Appoint one person from the UA team 
and one from the creative team to own 
this process together.



CREATIVE CONCEPTS
VS ITERATIONS

Focus on proving a concept first before moving into extensive 
iterations. It is, however, important to test 2-3 significant 
iterations in order to avoid missing out on a potential winner 
due to a “wrong” element, as the difference between a winner 
and a loser is sometimes (quite often) very tiny.

A good place to start if you’re spending anywhere between 
$100k and $500k/month is 5 original concepts each week, 
leaving you with up to 20 ads/week including all iterations.

Note that producing a variety of visual assets and not focusing 
only on a single format, such as e.g. video, will not only help you 
learn about what works best for you, but also enable you to tap 
into a whole new audience. When running your UA on Facebook 
this is especially true, as there are numerous user segments 
that prefer to interact with one format over another.”

PRO TIP

Think BIG changes for the initial 
iterations - e.g. real vs. animated,
B&W vs. color...



THE ITERATION CYCLE
AppAgent’s CAT is a creatives automation tool designed to 
quickly iterate videos and test faster, which results in better 
CTR of mobile ads and lower CPI. You can double the lifetime 
of your best performing creative by creating multiple variants 
using automation. Get in touch for more info.

This is a visualisation of the weekly iterative cycle we propose 
as a good starting point for medium-sized advertisers, where 
the output is 5 original concepts/week. The 2-3 previously 
mentioned major iterations are not displayed here for the sake 
of simplicity. As you can see, concept #4 is a winning concept in 
this case, hence the next steps are to identify the key variables 
that make this ad great and replicate them in as many variants 
as you need. In cases where you need 20+ variants, automation 
can help you save a lot of time and resources.

Identification of key variables

Creation of automated ad

Tagging variables in the file name

Running new test campaign

CONCEPT 1 CONCEPT 2 CONCEPT 3 CONCEPT 4

VAR 5 VAR 46VAR 4VAR 3VAR 2VAR 1

CONCEPT 5



STATISTICAL
SIGNIFICANCE

In order to be able to reach definitive 
conclusions you will need to reach statistical 
significance and therefore must allow enough 
time to pass to accumulate satisfactory 
volumes.

We have found that reaching ±300 installs 
per ad tested on Mobile App Install (MAI) 
campaigns delivers over 90% statistical 
significance.

Make sure to adapt volumes when moving to App 
Even Optimization (AEO) / Value Optimization (VO) 
setup and pass the learning phase again.



Example of how these metrics vary between the two
setups from campaigns we ran for a gaming client.

REDUCE BIAS

Eliminating bias is a tricky one but there are a few things you can do to at 
least ensure that any bias is minimal. Following the 3 rules of thumb below 
will certainly aid you in doing so:

Force equal delivery by putting ads into separate ad sets - i.e. one 
ad per one ad set.

Have a separate account for testing OR make sure to use a brand 
new campaign (no control - i.e. the creatives that are actively 
scaling your account - your top performers).

Use 2-layered testing which means retesting the winners from 
the MAI optimised campaign on AEO/VO for Return On A Spend 
(ROAS). This will save you budget as you will eliminate top funnel 
losers in the MAI stage, which is a lot cheaper.

01
02

03

PRO TIP

Setup your creative multivariate tests 
manually and avoid wasting budget 
with Facebook’s built-in A/B test.

PRO TIP



EVALUATE ACCORDINGLY

Make sure you adapt the KPIs you are looking at and evaluating by, as well 
as their benchmarks, by the platform and format you are testing on. Both 
channels and even specific placements (think e.g. FB feed VS stories) 
perform wildly differently not only across top funnel metrics like CTR and 
IR, but consequently also in engagement and overall ROAS.

Different channels tend to bring different quality of users, hence 
you might need different volumes to reach statistical significance 
when testing for bottom funnel metrics.

Consider platform specific KPIs - e.g. on YouTube you want to 
look at the View Rate as one of the top funnel KPIs, which is not 
something you would consider when testing on Facebook.

Note the vast differences across all of the top funnel 
metrics just by looking at the different delivery platforms.



PRO TIP

Choose one characteristic element 
(for Lily’s garden it’s the house) and 
showcase it on all the assets to create 
a feeling of recognition and consistency.

CONNECT
THE DOTS

Create a consistent user experience during the acquisition journey. 
As old and over-repeated as this is, tons of apps still fail at it. Maintaining 
the same look & feel and evoking the same emotion by replicating key 
elements and colors from the very first impression in the ad, through to 
the store, and then to the app itself can have an incremental impact on 
your performance overall.

VIDEO AD ONBOARDINGSTORE CREATIVES

PRO TIP
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WHAT
TO AVOID

Having covered the 6 major DOs, let’s take a look at 3 
definitive DON’Ts that we’ve come across with many non 
rookie mobile UA teams. These are particularly important, 
because while they may seem “innocent” or not so crucial 
at first, they actually have high impact and are widely 
common. These 3 sneaky killers are as follows:

Forgetting to look at the top 

funnel KPIs - consider full funnel

Interrupting the test

prematurely

Creating limitations through 

counterproductive goals

01

02

03

On the following slides we’ll dive into each one a little deeper 
and explain in further detail with advice on how to tackle them!



CONSIDER FULL 
FUNNEL KPIs

Top funnel KPIs are important metrics

for creative testing.

Looking at primary top funnel KPIs will not only 
allow for more reliable comparisons but also 
save a significant amount of budget as success/
failure can be seen much faster. 

Primary KPIs to consider: 
Scale, CTR, Impression Per Mille 
(IPM) / CVR, ROI

Secondary KPIs to consider: 
Relevance score & engagement 
(likes, comments, etc.)

PRO TIP

While the secondary KPIs affect the 
scalability of your ad, rejections are 
“remembered” on the account level, 
further influencing your place in 
auctions. Watch out!

PRO TIP

ACQUISIT ION

ACTIVATION

RETENTION

REVENUE

REFERRAL

How do users find you?

Do users have a great first experience?

Do users come back?

How do you make money?

Do users tell others?



ALLOW ENOUGH 
TIME TO PASS

Given that all apps experience weekly 
seasonality it is important to ideally test 
the creatives for 7 full days.

Ideally, you also want the creative to exit 

the learning phase, so as to allow for 
reliable, optimized results.

This, of course, is provided that your 
creatives are not absolute losers - no 
need to wait for 7 days if you haven’t seen 
an install beyond the first $100 spent. ;)



CREATING 
LIMITATIONS

Oftentimes, teams create their own 
limitations through fear of experimentation 
due to strict rules, whether these are 
imposed by the brand guidelines or KPI 
goals that must be delivered.

Creative testing is a numbers game and, 
as a rule, includes losing many times before 
finding the next big win. 

The trick is not to avoid losing at all costs 
but, on the contrary, to lose fast and find 

a winner that will be able to compensate 
for all the losses accumulated on the way.
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WHAT TO
EXPECT WITH
IDFA DEPRECATION

IDFA deprecation affects app 
monetization and UA, as the 
identifier is used for attribution, 
analytics, retargeting, creating look-
a-like audiences, etc. The impact of 
how we do UA and optimize creatives 
will be enormous:

Even less control over targeting,

as we will no longer have access

to user level or real-time data.

Even more leverage on the creative 

side with less “real” targeting 

capabilities.

No more personalised

retargeting.

Conversion optimization through creatives 

A/B testing is getting really important, 

because optimized banners and product 

pages will help decrease CPI.

Check out the following slides for the most 
recent updates around the iOS14 topic as seen 
in Thomas Petit’s MADV newsletter..



WHAT TO EXPECT WITH 
IDFA DEPRECATION

The most interesting bomb that Thomas dropped 
in his MADV 004 newsletter episode that you are 
likely not aware of is that Facebook isn’t showing 
MAI ads to users without IDFA, which actually isn’t 
even new or related to iOS14. 

Facebook recently (and quietly) also updated 
their guidance for SKAd Network, with many 
changes being in effect already since early 
September 2020. The most important ones: 
no new account (previously a separate 
ad account was mandatory to run iOS14 
campaigns), more than 9 campaigns allowed 
(this was the limit prior to the update).

A growing rate of IDFA-less users 
means FB MAI Ads inventory is 
shrinking!

Thomas Petit



WHAT TO EXPECT WITH 
IDFA DEPRECATION

Although the IDFA deprecation was postponed to 
early 2021, according to a research by AppsFlyer, 
it is happening already. The proportion of LAT 
users (without IDFA) has already risen from 25 % 
on iOS13 to 45 % on iOS14. 

If you’re hungry for more IDFA packed content 
from the brightest minds of the mobile 

marketing world, make sure to get the Mobile 

User Acquisition Show’s free ebook called 

Definitive Guide to Marketing in a post IDFA World.
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So that both UA and creative teams can find 
the most success working together, I found 
the following to be helpful:

COLLABORATION BETWEEN 
UA AND CREATIVE TEAMS

Review and translate the data 

for the creative team
As a UA manager, it is your responsibility to take the time out of your day 
to translate the data into actionable insights that the creative team will 
understand.

Check in on progress early 

to avoid misalignment
There is nothing more frustrating for both sides of the table than meeting at 
the end of the week to review the produced assets and realize that they are 
opposite to what you wanted…

Look back at the month/quarter 

together and brainstorm
Make sure you do a regular retrospective meeting. Whether that is monthly 
or quarterly, it will help you make sure you are always taking the learnings 
forward with you.

Appoint a main responsible

person on each side
As with every work process, it is vital to clarify responsibilities from the get go.

Meet weekly
You must realize that this is a fluid discipline with lots of things overlapping 
between the two teams and close collaboration with open communication is 
absolutely crucial.



CREATIVE
CONCEPT TEST

WORKFLOW

UA to analyse
&  Design

to feedback

UA & Design
to define
together

Design to
deliver & UA

to test

UA to run
& deliver

Design
to produce

A/B TESTING
Run a test of 2-3 iterations

of the new asset.02 

RESULTS
Measure and document 

the performance results.03 

CONCLUSION
Draw a conclusion based

on the analysed data.04 

RE-ITERATE /  MOVE ON
Keep iterating on

or run a new concept05 
CREATIVE CONCEPT
Develop an idea for an asset

based on a hypothesis.01 
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6 KEY INSIGHTS

Continuous creative testing 

is the pillar of successful UA; 

always produce new ads.

A good cadence to start with 

is 5 concepts/week ; 2-3 major 

iterations each.

Test over a full 7 days to cover 

weekly seasonality and exit the 

learning phase.

01

02

03

When possible, isolate the 

placement & always reach 

statistical significance.

Agile collaboration 

between the UA & creative 

teams is crucial.

Start with building a strong 

hypothesis for your creatives 

testing.

04

05
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READY FOR
YOUR NEXT
CHALLENGE?

If you are looking for:

Diversity in your daily tasks 

and products you work on

Fast learning

& growth possibilities

Challenging yet fun
work environment

join our award-winning team 
of true mobile passionates!

Apply at careers.appagent.com.




